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TI-IE DEMAND FOR MONEY FUNCTION IN NIGERIA:
AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION
F. 0. ORESOTU and CHARLES N. 0. MORDI*

This p<lfK!r proui<les _furlh"r empirtcnl evidence ,,n the nnture ,if the demnnd_for moneyfuncti.on in Ntoeriu
for the perilxl / 96(}- / 991. 'flue pnper riL~o addressed the issue of the appropriate adjustment process,
stnJCtuml stability qf the estimated ,,q,u,(ions, as weU as the influence qf extemalf<JCtors on money demand
functii,n in nn
economy, such as Nigeria. The main conciu.si.ons which emtergedfrom the analysis are that,
the rent ru#ustment mechanism appear,,d to be tfu1 most appropriate adj1L~tment process _for modeUing-mrmey
demrm<I in Ni{J<.-rin: the injluence ,if<!xtemal vari.cmles like the foret{Jn interest mte and exchange mte should
not be discounted in any SfK!Cf[u:ntiim ,if money demandfunctum in Nt{Jeri.a, the domestic interest mte in
additiiJ11 to ir!/laliimary expectCltitx1s are relevant domestic opportunlly cost tx1riables tn Nigeria's demand for
m,mey functiim: there is absence of economies of scale tn cash management tn Nigeria: and the adjustment
peri.cKl L~ IX!/1/ 1,m!J. '11te batte11J qf din{Jnostic tests produced conflicting resuUs, making U d![fu:ulL to select a
pm1icular equnti.onfor each deJmUi.on of money as the most adequate representCltiim of the data for the perind
qf anrilysL~.
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I.

INTRODUC110N

· Despite over three decades of substantial theoretical and empirlcal investigations
into the demand for money function, the subject has to -date continued to attract
considerable attention from theoreticians and practitioners alike, In both developed
and developing countrles. 1lte sustained interest in this area of economic research
derlves from the central Importance of money demand function to both economic
theory and In the design and Implementation of monetary policy. A poorly specified
money demand funcUon could lead, for example, to' spurlous inferences on the
underlying stability of money demand - a consideration crucial In the formulation of
monetary policy. 1lte setting of target paths for monetary aggregates is predicated on
the existence of reasonably stable relationships between the demand for money and
the ultimate objectives of policy. like the level of prlces and real output.
In the pursuit of a meaningful policy regarding money supply. understanding the
demand for money plays an Important role. The analysis of money demand helps ·
policy-makers to forecast money demand and ,determine the optimum growth rate of
money supply which is crucial in the control of the rate oflnflatlon. 1lte identification
of the demand for money function is equally Important as it plays a crucial role in the
transmission mechanism of both monetary and fiscal policy. In addition, the temporal
stability of such identified function is also crucial if monetary policy is to have a
predictable effect on the ultimate objectives of economic policy.
In Nlgerla. there have been substantial empirlcal studies on the demand for money
function. !::e6 inning with the seminal work of Tomorl (1972) through '.he famous
•
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TATOO' debate of the 1970s to the studies carried out in the 1980s. 1 The objective of
this study is to provide further empirical evidence on the nature of demand for money
function in Nigeria, taking advantage oflonger time series data. which incorporates the
period of interest rates and foreign exchange deregulation. The paper also seeks to
examine the extent to which domestic money holdings have been influenced by foreign
monetary developments as summarized by expected short-term foreign interest rates
and foreign exchange considerations (expected rate of depreciation of a country's
currency) - an influence known as 'currency substitution·. From the point of view of
policy. knowledge of the degree to which domestic money holdings respond to foreign
exchange considerations is important for the design of monetary and exchange rate
pollcies. 2 We argue in the paper that.the controversy surrounding the significance or
otherwise of interest rate in the money demand function In Nigeria may no longer hold
sway. in the light of interest rates deregulation. the financial innovations that
accompanied the adoption of the Structural Adjustment Programme in general and the
other measures introduced to achieve the deregulation of the financial sector in
particular, Preliminary-investigation revealed that interest rate may after all be an
important explanatory variable in any·demand for money function in Nigeria in view
of these developments.
In this paper. we intend to specify and estimate demand for money function for Nigeria
for the period 1960-1991 based on theoretical considerations and previous empirical
studies. We also hope to address the issue of approprtate adjustment process whereby
the actual money stock adjust to the desired level - that Is, whether the relevant
adjustment process in Nigeria is the real or nominal partial adjustment mechanism.
Furthermore, since the usefulness ofany regression equation for policy analysis hinges
crucially on its structural stability. we will examine the stability property of the
, estimated money demand function through the use of several formal stability tests.
Another major distinguishing feature of this study from the previous studies is the
variety of diagnostic tests relating to specification errors to which the estimated
demand for money function is sulajected to. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II undertakes a fairly comprehensive survey of the literature on demand for
money function in Nigeria. Section III briefly discusses the theoretical issues for money
·demand specification. In Section IV, the specification of the demand for money function
for Nigeria is presented. with a discussion of the main issues involved. The empirical
results are presented and discussed in section V. Section VI is devoted to a discussion
of the battery of diagnostic tests and examines the question of the structural stability
of the estimated money demand equation. applying some formal tests. 1be paper ends
with some concluding remarks in section VII.
11. A SURVEY OF LI1ERATURE ON DEMAND FOR MONEY IN NIGERIA

The theoretical underpinning of the demand for money has given rise to many issues
whic.l:'1 have been the focus ofempirical investigation in Nigeria over the years. The main
theoretical issues involved in the estimation of the demand for money has given rise
I

TATOO Is the acronym for Tomort, Ajayi, Tertba. Ojo and Odama.

2

Apart from Darral ( 19861 which Included an artthmcUc average ofshort-tenn Interest rates of major OF.CD countries as
an argument in his specfftcatfon, we are not aware of any previous study that has auempted to dctr.:nntnc the Influence
of these factors on the demand for money In N'"crta.
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to the following questions: (1) Is the demand for money measured In nominal terms,
proportional to the price level? (2) Should Income or wealth or both be included in the
demand for money function? (3) Is the rate of interest an Important variable ln the
function? Or put differently, Is the demand for money responsive to Interest rates? (4)
Are there any significant economies of scale In money holdings? (5) Does the rate of
inflation or its expected value exert any significant Influence on the demand for money?
(6) Has there been any evidence of Instability In the demand for money function? (7)
What definition of money provides a better specification? and (8) How close Is the
complementarity relationship between money and physical assets as propounded by
Mckinnon (1973) in the process of economic development?
In Nigeria. empirical investigation into the nature of demand for money function
remains perhaps the most extensively studied "area of economic research judging by
the plethora of studies that have emerged since the seminal work ofTomori (1972). A
summary oft he main results of these studies is presented in Table l, while only a brief
summary of the issues involved/conclusions, is attempted in this section.:1 These
studies have attempted to examine one or more of the main issues highlighted in the
preceding paragraph. while most of them followed the conventional specification found
in the economic literature.
Tomori (1972) in his pioneering effort set out to (a) examine the factors which have
influenced the demand for money in the Nigerian economy: (bl establish whether there
is or there is not a stable demand for money function, and (c) examine what constitutes
a better definition of money in the Nigerian context. He adopted a very simple linear
model which expressed nominal (and real) narrow (and broad) money as a fm 1ctlon of
either nominal (or real) GDP - a proxy for income or both income and Interest rate
(official discount rate) representing the opportunity cost of holding money. The model
was estimated using annual data for the period 1960 to 1970, while a test for stability
was conducted by running a separate regression for the period 1960---1966 and
comparing the coefficients obtained with that of the full sample. Applying the ordinary
least squares (OLS) technique, the following conclusions were made: (I) Income Is a
significant variable explaining variations In the demand for money, irrespective of
which definition is adopted: (II) Income is a more Important variable determining the
demand for money than the interest rate: (iii) the narrow definition of money seems to
perfonn better than the broad definition: (Iv) on average, real Income seems to show
a more significant relationship than nominal Income in the demand for money: (v) the
coefficient of the interest rate Is not significant and this seems to confirm the
proposition that there is a stable demand for money in the period under review.
The methcx:lology and conclusions ofTomori's work generated a spate of reactions
and criticisms that prompted further empirical studies to be carried out on the demand
for money in Nigeria. Ojo (1974a) commenting on Tomori's paper seriously questioned
the approptiateness of his statistical methodology, the measure of real interest rate
adopted in the demand for money equation, ana some of the conclusions reached. In
a closely related comment. Odama (1974) criticized the econometric technique adopted
byTomori emphasizing the error in approaches. Specifically. his comments focused on
two aspects ofTomori's results. The first concerns the formulation of an alternative
model and the relevance of such a model for policy actions. The second relates to the
:1

We do nol

al 1rmp1

dtscusston.

a cr111qm, of lhcse stucltcs. The interested reader 1s referred to these studies for a detailed analysis/
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statistical results and the conclusions therefrom. According to him, Tomort's model ls devoid of any policy use in view of the fact that the only policy instrument (discount
rate) turned out to be statistically lnsignlflcant. He cautioned that the resultln Tomort's
paper should be interpreted with utmost caution.
In his comment Teriba (1974) observed that Tomori's paper suffered from several
methodological pitfalls and lnterpretational defects, including the proble'ms of inadequate model specification. In order to remedy the shortcomings ofTomori's paper,
Teriba in his comments/study advocated for the inclusion of different interest rates,
either individually or in combination, so as to throw more light on the degree of
substitutability between money and other financial assets, and also to identify the
closest substitute for money. He further contended that estimating an aggregate
demand function was not sufficient in itself, but that demand for its components
should be specified and estimated as well. This, according to him would throw more
interesting light on the demand for money in Nigeria than the aggregated function. The
issue of adjustment mechanism between the actual and the desired levels of money
balances which was absent in Tomori's paper was also taken up by Terlba.
Employing the OLS technique and the log linear relationship between real balances
(or its components) and its determlnants. Teriba specified and estimated a short-term
demand for money function that relate real balancestoaggregate real national income,
lagged real balances and a variety of interest rates - Federal Go~mment long-term
interest rate. RL: Central Bank short-term interest rate, RC; time deposit interest rate,
Rm; and savings deposit interest rate, Rs. A war dummy was included to account for
the civil war years, 1967-1969. On the basis of his empirical work. Tertba arrived at
the following conclusions: (a) of all the assets included in the study time deposits are
the closest substitute for money narrowly defined or its components, currency and
demand deposits; (b) real income ls the most important variable ~etermtning the
~emand for money as well as the components; (cl there are evidence that to some extent
treasury bills are also close substitutes for money or currency, while savings deposits
appears to be close substitutes for demand deposits than treasury bills; (d) the war
years had negative but insignificant effect on the demand for narrow money or its
components; (el the speed of adjustment between actual and desired balances for
narrow money and currency is very slow, while in the case ofdemand deposits it ls fairly
fast; (0 the short-run and long-run Interest elasticity of demand for currency ls not
significantly different from zero, while the short-run income elasticity ls in all cases
below one, the long-nm elasticity is in all cases much greater than unity; (g) in the case
of demand deposits, the interest elasticities are very low and insignificant. while the
short-run income elasticity was never below 0.8 and the long-run elasticity was
generally about 1.4; (h) the result of the disaggregated equations for currency and
demand deposits differ substantially from those for the aggregate equation; and (l)
what is money is basically an empirical question.
Ajayi (1974) in addition to criticisingTomori's (1972) paper, sought to address the
shortcomings inherent in the paper. Specifically, Ajayi sought to provide answers to
such questioP.s as the stability of the demand function, the adjustment mechanism
and calculation of elasticities for policy decision making. Like Teriba (1974), Ajayi
employed the partial adjustment framework. but instead l).e specified his equations in
linear form with real balances (and nominal balances), narrow and broad, expressed
as a function of current nominal income, short-term interest rate and lagged real (or
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nom 1} balances. Using the OLS technique to estimate the equations, Ajayi came to
the r. owing conclusions: (a) Income alone explains about 81 per cent of the demand
for m ney when the narrow definition \s used and between 86-86 per cent when the
wider efintuon of money is used: (b) interest rates have wrong signs· and are
statisti ally insignificant; (c) the wider definition of money performs better. Irrespective
of whe er real or nominal balances is adopted; (d) interest elasticity of the demand for
money a the mean is low, while the Income elasticity is high ranging from 1.5 to 1.9
for nomin ,money balances, thus indicating that demand for money is not sensitive
to interest rate. However, income elasticity for real balances using both narrow and
broad money are less than unity; and (e) the speed of adjustment is fast.
Ojo (1974b) was concerned mainly with establishing that in a developing economy
like Nigeria. characterised by underdeveloped money market and lack of financial
assets. the choice facing an individual is more between money and physical assets
rather than between money and financial assets. Conseguently, he specified and
estimated (using the OLS techniques) two kinds of relationship (In log-linear form)
between money and its detennlnants. He first specified real money balances as a
function of current nominal Income and Interest rate. Following the Insignificance of
interest rate variable in this equation, he specified real money balances as a function
of nominal income and expected rate of inflation. In this framework he adopted the
adaptive expectations hypothesis to derive the expected rate of inflation that eventually
entered the equation for money demand. His estimate of this equation suggested that
the demand for money is inelastic with respect to income and price change expectations. The coefficient of inflation rate appeared with the right (negative) sign and was
statistically significant. thus confirming Ojo's belief that physical goods are close
substitutes for money in our type ofeconomy. He, however, cautioned that this finding
should not be stretched too far since with development of the money market. financial
instruments and financial intermediation, the role of interest rates may become a
significant variable in money demand functions In Nigeria and hence in the adjustment
process.
Iyoha (1976) sought to test the applicability of the permanent income hypothesis to
Nigeria by estimating a deman~l for money Incorporating this variable as a determinant
for the period 1950-1965. A secondary objective of the study was to establish that
Interest rate play little or no role in the demand for money and that income elasticity
Is less than unity contrary to Adekunle (1968) presumption of a higher income
elasticity for our type of economy. 1\Yo sets of regression were carried out in both linear
and log-linear using current income (or permanent income) and/or Interest rate (U.K.
bond rate) and/or Jagged real balances. The permanent Income variable used for his
analysis was derived from a distributed Jag of current and past Income levels with
exponentially declining weights. 1be following conclusions emerged from Iyoha's
analysis - (a) the log linear fits are slightly better than the linear ones: (bl for ~urrent ·
income equation, the Income elasticity of demand for money ls significantly greater
than unity In both cases: (c) the permanent income equations seem lo have provided
sligMiy better overall fit than equations employing current income as the sole variable;
(dl for permanent incomf! equations the short-run income elasticity was significantly
less than unity, while the long-run elasticity was about one: (e) interest rate has little
or no influence on the demand for money In Nigeria, however, this result is preliminary
and th!! conclusion should be used with caution; (0 ,.there is some evidence that the
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current Income specification Is superior to that of permanent income, I.e. it seems that
current (real) income is a better predictor of the demand for real balances than
permane~.t ::-{;al) Income In Nigeria.
Unlik~ the earlier studies, Akinnlfesi and Phillips (1978) In their study approached
tbe specification and estimation of demand for money function from a simultaneous
equation framework. by specifying a money supply and money demand function.
According to them, their objective was -10 present a framework for predicting monetary
behaviour by identifying the variables which determine the supply of and the demand
for money in. the Nigerian economy. - They also stated that their enquiry Into the
demand for money function was prompted by the need to understand the transmission
mechanism of how monetary policy affects peoples· decision to spend. Their demand
for money function was based on the Friedman's approach which states that the
demand for money is dependent on the rates of return on all assets which are
alternative lo money and total wealth. Both linear and log-linear relationship were
estimated using the 01...S technique for the period 1962-1975. while the adaptive
expectation approach was employed lo convert the unobservable expected Income and
interest rates variables to their observable founterparls. Equations were specified and
estimated for the lwo monetary aggregates, Ml and M2, as well as for their components
- currency, demand deposits. time deposits and savings deposits, in real terms with
a variety of interest rates. namely- rate on saving deposits, time deposils rate, longtenn rates. minimum rediscount rate, average lending rate, treasury bill rate and the
Federal Savings Bank rate, entering the equations. The main conclusions ofAkinnifesi
and Phillips were that: (a) multi-collinearity was a problem where five or more Interest
rates entered the equations: (b) the civil war did not significantly affect the demand for
money or its components: (c) the linear logarithmic specification performed better than
the simple linear model: (d) generally, the demand for real money balances tn Nigeria
can be described as li.mction of its own lagged value, expected real income and expected
rate of interest: (e) there are evidences that demand for money and its components are
responsive to some crucial interest rates - average lending rate, minimum rediscount
rate and treasury bill rate, which the monetary authorities could focus on for policy
purposes: (0 expectations in Nigeria's monetary sector are non-static so that expected
or permanent income and expected rate of interest are significant arguments In the
demand for money li.mction in aggregate and component forms: (g) the lag tn Income
and interest rate expectations formation are fairly long, although varying from asset
to asset: (h) savings deposit is a good proxy for money; (i) Income elasticities are positive
and signil1cantly greater than one, ~hile Interest rate elasticities are negative as
expected and significantly different from 7.ero. thus implying that money balances are
close substitutes for the financial assets considered; and Ol the result for interest
elasticity of the demand for money is indicative that monetary policy may not
necessarily enjoy maximum effectiveness.
lbe study by Shahi and Sheikh (I 979) was essentially aimed at examining the shortrun de:nanc for money in a situation of inflationary expectations, determine the
elastici'.y of price expectations and that of real cash balance adjustment, and to find
ou~ whet~ier inflation in Nigeria is self-generating or not. Starting with the framework
advocated by Friedman (1956). and adopting both the partial adjustment and adaptive
expectation mechanisms, they arrived at an equation which made demand for money
to depend only on the price level and lagged dependent variable. Employing a two-stage

least squares constrained non-linear regression technique and using quarterly data
from 1960: 1 to 1978: 1 to estimate their model, the following conclusions were arrived
at: first, the structural parameters suggest the presence of both expectations and
adjustment lags and the adjustment of the actual to the desired level of real cash
balances Is quite reflective of the in0atlonary situation In the country when judged In
terms of the speed of such adjustment. Second, there were no Indications of the selfgenerating character of ln0atlon In Nigeria, hence the explanation for the rise In the
price level should probably be sought In terms of factors other than Increased supply
of money alone. Commenting on this paper, Mutambuka (1983) criticized the
specification, estimation methodology and results, as well as the conclusions reached
by Shahl and Sheikh (1979).
Unlike the preceding studies. Faklyesl (1 ~80a) approached the Issue of an appropriate money demand function for Nigeria from an entirely different framework. Using
quarterly data for the period 1960: l to 1975:4, Faklyesl specified and estimated a loglinear distributed lag function for both narrow and broad money balances, with
polymonlals of orders two and three. The Almon lag technique was adopted In
determining the weights. Permanent Income and permanent prices were the key
arguments that entered his specification. From his empirical analysis, he came to the
conclusion that the lag In Income ls shorter than the lag In the price level: the Income
elasticity (in absolute terms) ls lower than the price elasticity for both Ml and M2 and
the .elasticities were significantly dllTerent from zero, with the price elasticity not
significantly dllTerent from unity: and whether Ml or M2, permanent Income and
permanent prices have roles to play In explaining the asset behaviour of Nigerians.
He concluded that from the result It matters for the policy-makers which definition
~f money they prefer for the purpose of monetary policy.
In another paper, Faklyesl (I 980b) sought to examine the structural stablllty of the
demand for money function In Nigeria for the period 1960: 1 to 1976:4. He specUled two
variants each of the demand for real money balances (Ml and M2) In log-linear form
- one with Interest rate as the opportunity cost variable, and the other with expected
rate of Inflation as the- opportunity cost of holding real balances. Employing the
adaptive expectations framework for the underlying model in the latter case and using
the Chow (1960) F-test and the Goldfeld (1977) Likelihood Ratio test (distributed as r)
for the sub-periods 1960:1 to 1967:2 and 1967:3 to 1976:4, he concluded that,
Irrespective of the definition of money used, the demand for money function was
generally stable during the period covered by the study. He, however, observed that the
demand for money was volatile with respect to certain interest rates variables, namely
the bill rate and the first class lending rate.
Like Faklyesl. Darrat (1986) in his study of the demand for money functio·ns for three
OPEC countries, including Nigeria employed the distributed lag framework (modified
Almon Polynomial procedure) for his model specification for currency, narrow money
and broad money. A major departure from earlier studies was the consideration given
to the International monetary influences on domestic money holdings, through the
inclusion of foreign interest rate, along with income and expected rate of Inflation In
·his specification. The Cochrane-Orcutt procedure was used to correct for serial
correlation problem detected. Using quarterly data for the period 1963 - 1979 and
employing battery of diagnostic tests, particularly for t~tlng temporal stability of the
estimated equation he came to the following conclusions: expected (permanent) real
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Income and lnOatlonaiy expectations play slgnlftcant roles In determining real
balances In Nigeria. foreign Interest rate exert a significant negative Impact on real
money demand and It exerts a stronger effect on real money demand In terms of longrun elastlcltles than expected Inflation rate: long-run Income elasticity is not slgniflcantly different from unity: the demand for money exhibited structural stabtlity during
the period covered by the study. In the light of his findings he stated tnter-alla that,
·money demand function In open economies that do not Include foreign Interest rates
among their explanatory variables may be seriously misspecified to the extent of
potentially ren9ering the whole money demand relationship structurally unstable.·
Although the study by Asogu and Morell (1987) was not specifically devoted to
analysing money demand function In Nigeria, the study Incorporated equations for
demand for various components of nominal money balance, viz: currency. demand,
time and savings depo&lts. 4 -Llke the studies carried out In the 1970s, the study adopted
a partial adjustment framework to specify the equations with current Income, Interest
rate and Inflation rate, among other variables. as arguments in the equations. A linear
and nominal relationship was used throughout, while estimation was carried out using
the OLS technique for the period 1960 to 1986. Their result showed that apart from
current income. inflation rate, time deposit rate and lagged dependent variable. the
number of bank branches (or Its change) was significant in explaining the demand for
these components of nominal money balance. However, these variables did not appear
In every equation.
Adejugbe (1988) and Audu (1988) in their studies of money demand functions in
Nigeria similarly adopted the partial adjustment mechanism In obtaining a specification for the demand for both narrow and broad real money balances. Both studies
speclfled their equations In log-linear form, but the latter study placed more emphasis
on the temporal stability question. Current income, rate of Interest and Inflation rate
were the arguments In their equatlons. 5 While Adejugbe apned out his estimation
using the Aitkens generalized least squares procedure, the OLS technique was adopted
by Audu. 6 In testing for stability the former utilized the Chow (1960) test, while the
latter employed the Gujarati (1970 a,b) test. The conclusions reached by Adejugbe were
that: measured income, rate of interest and lagged variables constituted effective
determinants of the demand for money: interest rate is a superior opportunity cost
variable than the rate of inflation; real money is interest elastic, but income inelastic:
adjustmentfrom actual to desired level is fast for real Ml; M2 was stable over the period
covered by the study, while the test revealed instability in the case of Ml. Audu on his
part concluded that the demand for money function inNigerla has shifted in terms of
the significance of the coefficients of the predictor variables and the intercept term; oil
sector GDP had no significant impact in influencing a shift in demand for money
function; real balance is Inelastic with respect to both interest rate and inflation rate;
income elasticity of M1 was greater than that of M2; M2 always perlormed better than
M1; and the adjustment period for money demand is long.
The study by Ajewole (1989) was mainly concerned with testing the relevance or
otherwise of the Mckinnon model of demand for money to Nigeria: From his empirical
4

The equations were part of a model of the moneta,y sector.

5

Audu In his study also tried using non·oll GDP as the scale variable Instead of aggregate GDP.

6

Unfortunately, the tables containing the estlmated equations tn Adejugbe's paper were omitted In the publication. The
period covered by the study was not Indicated. Audu's study covered the period 1960 to 1987, using annual data.
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findings he concluded tnter-alia that real demand for money in Nigeria is considerably
influenced by real income and average return on physical assets: broad definition of
money is more relevant in modelling real demand for money in Nigeria, there is no
significant difference in real money demand when expected or current (actual) income
ls used; a stable demand for money function exists in Nigeria; interest rate does not
significantly influence money demand in Nigeria, even though it ls correctly signed; and
finally, the Mckinnon model of money demand ls relevant and applicable to Nigeria.
The World Bank (1991) in a prellminruy study of money demand relation in Nigeria
specified and estimated a log-linear relationship for real broad money for the period
1961 to 1966 and 1974 to 1989 using annual data. Implicitly assuming instantaneous
adjustment. the study specified real demand for broad money as a function of nonagricultural GDP, the rate oflnflation and the real deposit rate. All the variables turned
out with the expected signs and were all significant at the one per cent level. The main
conclusions were that the results of the estimates were stable over different periods,
theelasticityofmoneydemand with respect to non-agricultural GDP growth was about
1.2, and as inflation rises. depositors are marginally less willing to hold money, while
as real interest rate rises they seem to be slightly more willing to hold money in the
banking system.
The Central Bank ofNlgeria In the formulation of monetary policy, has over the years
relied on a log-linear real demand for money function (for both broad money and quasi
money) predicated on the conventional partial adjustment framework. with measured
real income. inflation rate and lagged real balances as the principal arguments.
Ill.

"11-IEORETICAL ISSUES

The theoretical underpinnings of the demand for money in an economy are very
familiar and common; therefore we do not Intend to go into them here. Also, we do not
want to join the debate in the literature as to the form of demand for money function.
II is suffkient to adopt the form which appears to be the most popular. There appears
to be a consensus that the demand for money for all purposes Is the demand for real
balances. The explanatory variables commonly used in the literature are interest rates,
expected rate of Inflation and real income. The interest rate could be real or nominal
depending on the definition of money adopted; it could also be for deposits of varying
maturity, bonds of short-term or long-term maturity. The rate is expected to reflect the
substitutability between money and bonds or other forms offinanclal assets which are
alternatives In the portfolio of assets of wealth owners. The expected rate of inflation
reflects the reaction of wealth owners with respect to money holding and changes in
the prices of goods of all category. Persistent pressures on aggregate demand, resulting
in higher levels ofinllation rate could cause wealth owners to reduce the amount of real·
money balances they wish to hold especially if the situation leads to speculation about
the state of future prices. The inclusion of the expected inflation rate in demand for
money function is, therefore, designed to capture the rate of substitution between
goods and money. 1lie real income is an important economic variable in the demand
for money function, reflecting the state ofwealth or the transactions motives for holding
morey. A priori expectations are that the coefficient of income should be positive in a
demand for money function since real money dema;d are expectec! to rise with the
value of transactions in real terms at a given rate ofinterest. The coefficient oflnterest
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rate could be positive or negative depending on whether the Interest rate Is real or
nominal: and also on the measurement of money adopted: that Is, narrow (MI) or broad
money (M2). ·~:he measure of money is broad money (M2), wealth owne~ could shift
their assets to deposits as hedge against higher inflationary expeclal!c..r.~. thereby
makinf~ the coelTicicnt of real interest rate positive in the demand function for M2.
Thus. for any economy, the sign of the coefficient ofinlerest rate is an empirical Issue.
In the lilerature some other variables are suggested as possible explanatory
variables. Wcalt h, the ratio ofcurrenl lo permanenlincome, and one or more variables,
measuring I he cm;t of managing a cash balance are all suggested as variables which
could explain the demand for money in an economy. However, since we are interested
in a function that will se1ve the practical needs of policy, the variables to be used must
be such that ii is 1x1ssible to obtain data on· them on a continuous basis, not only
1·rnTently but also in the immediate future. There is, therefore, no need to explore the
role of thcs1'. variables as at now.
The Nigerian money market has usually been regarded as less developed with
insignificantly low level of financial assets. C."lnsequcntly, in many empirical works,
interest rate has not been regarded as a significant determinant of the demand for
money in Nigeria. This has been more so as the levels of interest rates were, in the past,
administratively fLxed low with a view to either minimising government expenditure in
the case of treasury securities: or promoting investment in the real sedor in the case
of lending and deposit rates on financial assets. However. following the efforts lo
deregulate ihc Nigerian economy interest rates have been liberalised: and they are
substantially market determined. Also, for most of the lime since libc·a!!~;ation,
interest rates have remained positive in real terms. These developments have
significantly afli.~cted the levels and structure ofintcresl rates lo the extent that it docs
not appear realistic to continue to assume that the demand for money in Nigeria will
be neutral with respect to interest rates. However, it is still an important exercise to
know whil'h of the rates or in whirh form interest rates enter the demand for money
equation.
Also. in res1xmse to the developments in the interest rates and other policy
measures adopted to deregulate the Nigerian economy, the mode of keeping wealth
among ow11l'rs of wealth appears to have shilled. For instance, recent developments
in the capital market have resulted in substantial enlargement in the holdings of
shares. a11d other private sector instruments for borrowing. The range of available
llnan!'ial instruments for keeping wealth has widened suggesting increased depth of
the financial market generally. These developments seem lo suggest that the fonn of
the demand for money functions which used to rely on the traditional assumptions of
poorly developed money and capital markets in which wealth owners keep their wealth
in money and goods only so that variations in interest rates are neutral on the demand
for money and vice versa is no longer valid. The extent to which the changes
enumerated above have aflected the demand for money is, however, an empirical issue.
Equally important is the need to investigate the likely effects on demand for trade
and pay:m~nts liberalisation: and the introdu<'tion oflhe foreign exchange market for
determinin~ the naira exchange rate in the place of the administrative fixing ofthe rate
by the authmities. These changes have not only increased the degree of .:>penness of
the Nigerian economy to foreign trade and payments, but have also led to pervasive
changes in monelmy aggregates. 'lbe increasing flexibility in the exchange rate has
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substantially affected the financial transactions of banks and non-banks to the extent
that satisfactory explanation of monetary and price developments can not be made
without reference to them. The reform measures have also made it possible for wealth
owners to keep their assets In foreign currency In interest earning domiciliary account.
Consequently, bearing In mind the theoretical implications In the economic literature
on the likely lnfluerice of the foreign Interest rates, and the expec 1.ed change In
exchange rate on the deman<J for money, it does not sound realistic to continue to
neglect these changes In the Nigerian situation of the moment.
MODEL SPECIF1CATION

IV.

In specifying the model adopted In this study. we have been guided by theoretical
considerations, voluminous empirical evidence· In Nigeria and other devel~ping
countries, as well as by the peculiarities of the Nigerian economy since deregulation.
It is not uncommon to find that most empirical estimation of money demand functions
begin by discussing a number of analytical and technical Issues. However, since
extensive treatment of many of these Issues abound In the economic literature we do
not consider It necessary to address them here. 7
In line with the general portfolio approach, we assume that the desired real demand
for money (M/P)d is positively related to permanent real income (yP) and negatively related
to the yields on alternative assets, namely, physical and financial assets which are
considered close substitutes for money. Conventionally, the expected rate of Inflation
(n'-1 is often used to represent the yield on physical assets and expected interest rates
(R9 are used to represent the return on financial assets. In addition, empirical evidence
has shown that apart from these traditional predictor variables, domestic real demand
for money balances can and do In fact respond to foreign monetary variables In an open
economy. Consequently, foreign interest rate (R~ and/or expected change In exchange
rate (.x<) (domestic currency units per unit of foreign currency) have been considered
good candidates for Inclusion In any demand for money function. Furthermore.
expectations about the state of the economy have also been identified as possible
explanatory variable in the demand for money function. In the light of these. therefore,
our demand for money function can be written in a general form as follows:
Rr

md = f(yP
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where md1 = (M/P)d1 is the desired demand for real money balances, yP1 is permanent
real income (GDP), 1t'1 is the expected rate of inflation, R't is the expected domestic
interest rate, R'1 is the foreign Interest rate, Xt is the expected change In exchange rate,
and S'1 represents a proxy for expectations about the state of the economy. The
subscript tis the time period. The expected signs are as indicated below the respective
variables.
The model specification in equation (I) and its significance for Nigeria deserves some
further elaboration. yP takes account oft he transactionary motive for holdinJ money,
and captures the observed tendency for higher propensities lo consume in a relatively
7

111c intcrcst.cd reader is referred to l...aidlcr l 1985) wl-u:rc these issues have been exhaustively examined.
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low income economy. In developed countries, pennanent income has been found to be
more appropriate than current income. However, the evidence remains inconclusive
in developing countries, and this has been confirmed for Nigerta from the comprehensive swvey undertaken in section II above. Thus, in line With the arguments advanced
by several Wiiters, we have decided to use current (measured) income in our analysis,
(See Adekunl~\(1968), Aghevli, etal (1979), Perera (1988) and Wong (1977)).
The inclusion_ of the expected inflation rate variable (n'1,) , is consistent With the
empirical evidence found for developing countries. It represents the opportunity cost
of holding money vis-a-vis real assets, and is Justified on the grounds that financial
markets are thin and financial instruments scarce in developing countries, while
interest rates are controlled and pegged at ve-ry low levels, With little orno variation over
prolonged period of time, so that the desired substitution between money and financial
assets is completely absent. This, according to the argument makes it difficult to detect
empirically any systematic relationship between money and interest rate. This implies
that substitution between money and real assets is more important than between
money and financial assets in developing countries. While we share this belief and its
relevance to the Nigerian situation before the mid-eiglities, we are of the view that the
evolution of the Nigerian financial market in the Jast decade may have to some extent
weakened the argument. 8 Indeed in a recent study, Ogiogt.o (1989) concluded that the
interest rate is an important moneta-ry policy instrument in Nigeria. Consequently, we
have included the expected domestic interest rate as an argument in our model. We
hold the view that since the early 1980's, (particularly since 1986 when a more flexible
interest rate policy was adopted) With a deliberate policy to encourage savings, through
upward adjustment of interest rates, there is no plausible reason to believe that the
average asset holder in Nigeria will continue to be unresponsive to. interest rates
changes. 9 However, the problem is that of modelling intlationa-ry and interest rates
expectations. There are several methods to measure expectations in the economic
literature. However, following Crockett and Evans (1980), Darrat (1988) and Driscoll
and Lahiri (1983) the realised inflation rate in any given year is employed as a proxy
for the inflation rate expected. 10 By the same token actual interest rate is used to
' represent the expected interest rate. In fact as pointed out by Amoako-Adu (1991), the
use of realised inflation is consistent With the rational expectation assumption. The
sign of the interest rate variable is an empirical question and would depend on what
measure of money is adopted.
The presence of foreign moneta-ry variables
and X1 in the demand for money
function equation (1) derives from the criticisms that the traditional money demand
studies, particularly in the case of developing countries, implicitly and unrealistically
assume closed-economy models in which external factors play no role in domestic
money demand determination (Arango and Nadiri (1981), Darrat (1984, 1986) and
Arize (1989, 1992). 11 The argument is that given the open nature of most contempora-ry
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The Nigerian financial aystem la one of the ~ t developed and sophisticated tn the sub-saharan Africa.

9

See CBN Annual Reports for various yean, for the adjustments In Interest rates during this period.

10 Crockett and Evans (1960) and Driscoll and Lahtrl (1983) pointed that static Inflationary expectations In developing
countries Is an appropriate assumption especially since annual data ts going to be used to estimate the model.
11 1bc subsequent discussions on this d;..._ extensively from Darrat (1984, 1986) and Artze (1989, 1992).

economies where capital movements are not completely controlled, Including Nigeria,
properly specified money demand models should Include the effect of tlle8e e:xtema1
factors. This implies that due cognisance should be taken of the International
opportunity costs of holding domestic money baJances. Consequently, movements In
foreign Interest rates and/or exchange rates have been used as proxies for these
external factors. With respect to foreign Interest rates, the hypothesis Is that an
Increase In foreign iflterest rate may ceterfs parlbus Induce domestic residents to Increase their holdings of foreign assets: thus stimulating capital outflow or reducing
capital Inflow. Since such Increases in foreign assets holdings are likely to be ftnanced
by drawing down domestic money holdings It Is postulated that domestic money
holdings would respond inversely to a change In foreign Interest rates. 12 With respect
to exchange rate. a change is hypothesized to influence portfolio decisions concerning
thedegreeofsubsututionbetweendomesticmoneyholdlngsofforelgnftnanctalassets.
In the case where domestic currency is expected to depreciate (that Is, X!' Increases),
domestic portfolio holders would be induced to adjust their portfolios In favour of
foreign assets. Hence, it is postulated that the exchange rate expectations should have
a negative Impact on domestic money holdtngs. 13 The effects of expected change in
exchange rate can be analysed both In terms of the transactions demand for money and
speculative demand In the form of capital flows. An expected depreciation will cause
residents to Increase transactions demand In their bid to prosecute foreign payments.
Similarly. an ~cted Inflation may lead to capital flight into currencies which are
expected to be stronger, thus causing domestic residents to increase their demand for
balances In order to finance the Intended capital outflow.
It should be noted that the inclusion of foreign currency measure in the money
demand function is somehow related to testing the significance of CWTCncy substj~tlon phenomenon. Currency substitution has been described as a process whereby
foreign-currency-denominated money has displaced, either fully or partially, domestic
money in performing the function of a store of value, medium of exchange, and unit
of account. This phenomenon Is deemed to reflect the efforts of lndMduals to protect
the value of their wealth and income and usually takes place In the context of
deteriorating economic conditions (EI-Ertan, 1988). Ifwe go by Miles' (1984) argument.
then we can conveniently say that currency substitution has for sometime been a
phenomenon In Nigeria, particularly during the eighties. He had obsetved that: ·
·stgnflcant currency substitution does not require every little old lady on
Main Street to hold foreign money. All that Is required Is a significant subset
oflndMduals and enterprises which on the margin are indifferent between
holding another dollar of their money portfolio in domestic versus foreign
money·. p.1203

· 12 Instead or forellP> Interest rate alone, some writers have used a composite tenn - roretgn.tntereet rate·plua expected
currency depreciation, as a measure or capital mobility. However, this did not preclude the tncluston of the foreign
exchange rate as a separate explanatory variable IDarrat. 1984; Arize, 1989, 1992).

,,

13 Hamburger (I 977), Blejer (I 9781. Boughton (19791, Arango and Nad1r1 I 198 I I, and Br1ammta and Leventakt• (1985) were
among the Rrst ael or studies that Included some me•ure or rorelgn currency tn the demand ror money function. It ta
nece98111Y to note that the simultaneous tnclus1on orroreflP1 Interest rates and exchange rate• var1able In the demand
ror money function may likely lead to mult1-colllnear1ty problem.
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Ar1ze (1989) has noted that CWTency substitution has bnportant bnplicatlons for the
working of ftexible exchange rates. According to him. "if the degree of currency
substitution is high, small changes In the money supply would induce large changes
In the exchange rate. Indeed, significant CWTency substitution would seriously
undermine the ability of ftexible exchange rates to provide monelaly independence.·
He further argued that omission of foreign currencyvarlable In the ~ d for money
function particularly during periods In which it is considered to be an bnportant
alternative to domestic money In the wealth portfolio may bias the model Into
overstating the influence ofinflation In the contest ofdomestic currency devaluation. • 14
The pertinent question now is how to model the expected foreign exchange rate or
currency depreciation. However, following Ar1ze (i992), expected rate of change In the
exchange rate is proxied by the growth rate of the country's exchange rate for each U.S.
dollar lagged one period.
On expectations about the state of the economy (Sed, we share the argument by Djeto
and Pourgerami (1990) that. ·the importance of this variable in the determination of
the desired money demand should not be overlooked In Africa which has experienced
frequent and prolonged periods of instability.• However, considering the difficulty In
getting a good proxy for the variable, Set is omitted in the estimation.
In the light of the preceding discussions, and assuming a logarithmic linear
relationship, equation (1) may now be written as:
logmdt = a,, + a1logyt + ~1tt + a3~ + a4R1 + asXt + ut .... (2)
~here Ut is a white-noise disturbance term. Note that xt1, Xi, ~ and R.-all opportunity
cost variables - enter the equation linearly. This is because they are exponents of the
exponential function in our specification.
Equation (2) is a long-run relationship which may not hold in the short-run. Also,
md1is unobservable. and for estimation purposes we need to replace it with an actual
(or observable) real money demand, logmt. One technique that is veiypopularin money
demand is the Koyck partial adjustment procedure. This procedure assumes that the
adjustment of actual real money balances to the desired level is only a fraction of the
gap between the desired level In the current period and the actual level in the previous
period. However, the problem lies In determining whether the adjustment should be
real or nominal. If a nominal partial adjustment scheme is assumed, then the
adjustment of nominal money demand to the desired level is some fraction of the gap
between the desired nominal level in the current period and the actual nominal level
in the previous period. This scheme replaces the unobservable md1with the observable
measure of real money balances, log(M/P)t = 10gll\. Combining this nominal partial
adjustment procedure with equation (2) yields an equation with regressors in equation
(2) plus log(Mt_JP1). where P1 is the current price index. If real partial adjustment is
found ins!ead to be more appropriate scheme, log(M,_. 1 /PJ will be replaced by lo~.1 [i.e.
log(~_JP•. 1)), 1s
14 flie tenn "'dollartzation" haa sometimes been used Interchangeably with CWTerlC)' aub&tttution. The lntroductton of
domiciliary account (that ts, foreign currency denominated depoeltsl In Nigeria In the late eighties may also have
facilitated currency substitution.
15 For the development of the lively debate on the companaon of real part1al adjustment mechanism and nominal part1al
adjustment, see Milbourne (1983, 19861, Hwang(1985), HaferandThornton(19861. and Goldfeld and Sichel (19871. See
also Laumas and Spencer ( 19801 for a critique of the procedures.

Mathemali<'ally. the real and nominal adjustment mechanism can ~ stated.
respectively. as follows:
(logm, - Jogm, 1) = 11. (logmd, - Jogm, J + V,: 0 < 11. < I .... (3)
and
(logM, - logM,J = y (logM', - JogM,_J + W,: 0 < y < I .... (4)
where V, and W, are white-noise disturbance terms. 11. and y are the adjustment coefficients (measures of speed of adjustment). m, = M.f P,: M, L"> no~lnal money balance
and P, Is the price level. Combining (3) or (4) and the money demand equation (2), the
final form of the money demand function becomes: 16
logm, = 6 + 6ilogy, + ~1t,_ + 63R, + 64 R', + 6:-.X. + 66 logm,_ 1 + U', ...•. (5)
and
logm, = P.. + P1Iogy, + P21t,_ + P3R. +P4Rr, + PsX. + PJog (Mi.i/P,l + U .., ..... (6)
0

where the 6i's = A.al and p,·s =yai (i =0, I. ... ,5) and 66 = (1->..) and Ps = (1-)i are the parameters to be estimated. u•, =>..u,_ 1 + V, and U.., =yu,_ 1 + wt are the disturbance terms
assumed to be white-noise with zero means and constant variances. 66 = ()->..) and P6
= (1-y) yield the coefficients of real and nominal adjustment, respectively. Where the
dependent and independent variables enter equations (5) and (6) logarlthmically, the
parameters give directly the short-run elasticity estimates and where the variables
enter linearly the parameters give semi-elasticity estimates. The long-run elasticity
estimates can be calculated as the ratto of the short-run elasticity over the speed of
adjustment (1 - Os) or (1 - PrJ. The underlying theory predicts that:

The sign of 63 and P3 depends on which definition o( money stock is adopted. For Ml,
the expected sign is negative: for quasi-money the expected sign Is positive and for M2
the sign depends on whether Ml or quasi-money Is the dominant component.
V.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Equations (5) and (6) above were the demand for money relationship estimated for
Nigeria over the sample period 1960 to 1991.17 We have utilised different definitions
of money stock to carry out the estimation exercise. Detailed description of the
variables and sources of data are contained in the appendix. A dummy variable was
included during esUmation to account for the impact of the policies adopted under the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). We also experimented with real domestic
interest rate during our estimation. 18 The estimated equations for the period 1960 to
1991,.uslng alternative definitions of money- narrow money (M 1), quasi-money (QM)
16 For a formal del1vatlon ofthese equations on the basts of the Koyck proceaa, refer to any standard econometl1c textbook.
17 In Ntgel1a. we are not aware or any empll1cal evidence to support either or the two adjustment procedures. hence proceed to eaUmate both.
18 R<!al domestlc Interest rate was constructed according to th.., following formula:
r= I (l+RJ / Jl+,rJ- llx 100
where r ta the real domestic Interest rate, R, and 11", a"' as deAned tn the text.
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and broad money (M2), as dependent variable are presented In Tables 1 - 3. In our
estimation. we experimented with different combinations of explanatory variables,
some of which have been presented in the tables. However, the preferred equations
have been marked with an asterisk and these are the ones to which attention would
be focused in subsequent analyses below. The preferred equations were chosen on the
basis of the conventional statistical criteria of appropriate signs of the coefficients, and
the summary statistics reported In the tables. Perhaps It Is necessary to note at the
onset that the dummy variable included in our estimation to account for possible
structural shift from 1986 turned out to be statistically tnslgnifkant In the generality
of cases and as such was dropped in most of the equations reported. Furthermore,
the contemporaneous rate of change of exchange rate was used, but it turned out to
be statistically insignificant and so we retained our static assumption of using the
lagged actual value as an appropriate proxy for expected exchange rate depreciation.
We now proceed to discuss the results.
(a)

Equationfor Narrow Money (Ml)

Tables IA and 1B contain estimated equations for Ml for real and nominal
adjustment specifications, respectively. The preferred equations for real adjustment
specification are Al.3 and Al.6, while equations B 1.1 and B 1.4 are preferred In the
case of nominal adjustment specification. The statistical properties of the equations
are quite satisfactory judging by the signs and significance of the coefficients, the high
R2 value, the small standard error of the estimates compared with the mean value of
the dependent variable, and the overall significance of the equations (as measured by
the F-statlstic). Both models possess the partial adjustments form with very close
degree ofadjustment coefficients. For both adjustment mechanisms, the coefficient for
the Income variable has a positive effect on demand for MI as expected and Is
statistically significant, with the coefficient of the nominal adjustment specification
slightly higher than that of the real counterpart. This implies that current real Income
Is a significant factor explaining the demand for real narrow money in Nigeria. The
coefficients of the expected inflation and nominal Interest rate variables have the
expected signs in the real adjustment specification, but while the coefficient for
inflation is statistically significant. that of nominal interest rate is not. In the nominal
adjustment specification, the expected inflation rate coefficient, though statistically
significant possesses the wrong sign. Interest rate on the other hand, has the
appropriate sign but is statistically Insignificant as in the real adjustment framework.
In the case of external factors, while the estimation exercise failed to establish the
influence of foreign interest rates on the demand for MI In any of the two specifications,
the importance of the exchange rate variable is confirmed by the high statistical
significance of the coefficient in the two frameworks. The coefficient of exchange ratt;
expectation In both the real and nominal adjustment specifications is positive and
statistically significant at either the one or five per cent level. Although the sign of the
coefficient is contrary to the theoretical expectations and empirical evidence in some
developing countries, It could be explained In terms of the transactions demand for
money. Since the demand for narrow money (Ml), comprising currency outside bank
and private sector demand deposits at both commercial and merchant banks, is
basically for transactions purposes, it could be reasoned that as residents expect the
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domestic currency to depreciate, their demand for Ml to finance their transactions
rises in view of the more domestic currency required per unit of the foreign currency.
The R.2 and the Fvalues for the real adjustment specification are marginally higher
than those of the nominal adjustment. Similarly, the standard error of the regression
for the real adjustment ls lower than that of the nominal adjustment specification. The
t-ra~os of the coefficients for income, Inflation, and exchange rate in the equation w~th
the nominal adjustment mechanism are marginally higher than those in the equations
with the real adjustment mechanism indicating that the standard errors of the
coefficients of these variables In the nominal adjustment equations are marginally less
than in the real adjustment equation. The very high significant coefficients of the Jagged
dependent variable shows that the adjustment of actual real money balances (Ml) to
the desired level ls not instantaneous. However, judged by the adjusted R2, the
equations for real adjustment appear preferable.
Table 4A provides summary result of the speed of adjustment and the shortrun and long-run elasticities ofthe relevant explanatory variables for our preferred
equations for narrow money. The speed of adjustment or coefficient of adjustment
().or-y) implies that about 30 per cent of the discrepancy or disequilibrium between
the desired and actual narrow money demand is made up within one year. The
average adjustment period is slightly more than two years as indicated by the mean
adjustment values given in the last row of Table 4A. The short-run elasticity ofreal
narrow money demand with respect to real income Is approximately one half, the
corresponding long-run elasticity is significantly greater than unity and. close to
two. The magnitudes of the short-run and long-run elasticities are consistent with
those found in previous studies for the developing countries. The long-run
elasticity greater than unity implies that money is a "luxury good" in Nigeria. It
may also be a reflection of the gradual absorption and monetisation of the
unorganised money market through substantial improvements in banking insti
tutlon. The short-run and long-run elasticities ofreal money demand with respect
to inflationary expectation and exchange rate expectation are quite small, they are
nevertheless significantly non-zero, with that of exchange rate expectation insignificantly lower than that of inflationary expectation. This implies that Nigerians
are sensitive to inflation and exchange rate changes. Consequently, real physical
assets are viewed as an attractive alternative to the holding of narrow money as
an asset during persistent inflation.
(b)

Equation for Quasi Money (QM)

The results for real and nominal partial adjustment specifications are presented in Tables 2A and 2B, respectively, with the preferred equations asterisked.
As in the case of narrow :noney, the statistical properties ofthe equations forquasimoney are quite satisfactory, R.2 and F-ratio values are high, while the standard
errors of the estimates are small relative to the mean value of the dependent
variable. Both models possess the partial adjustment form with approximately the
c,ame degree of adjustment coefficient. In the nominal adjustment specification,
only Income, exchange rate expectations and lagged dependent variable had the
expected signs and are statistically significant. The remaining variables inflationary expectation, nominal and real interest rate, as well as foreign interest

REAL PARI1AL ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM - QUASI MONEY (QM)
Table 2A:
Annual Data: 1960 Model: Logqm •do+ dlLogy + d2II + d3R + d4Rf + d5X + d6Logqm(t-l) + u•
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Table 2B:

NOMINAL PARTIAL ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM -- QUASI MONEY (QM)

n

Model: Logqm ,,. do+ dlLogy + d211 + d3R + d4Rf + d5X + d6Log(QM(t-l)/Pt) + u••
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possessed the wrong signs, even though they Indicated statistical significance. In
the real adjustment specification, only the interest rate (domestic and foreign)
variables possessed perverse sign. In fact, when nominal domestic interest rate
was used in addition to the foreign rate, the latter came out with the expected
negative sign. In all cases, the coefficients of the explanatory variables were all
statistically significant. The wrong sign of the domestic interest rate (nominal and
real) may be due to the overriding influence of the prolonged period of interest rate
control which characterised the data set used for our estimation. In fact, of the
32 data
points used. only five years covered the period of Interest rate
deregulation. The importance of external monetary and financial variable as
determinants of quasi-money holdings in Nigeria ts clearly brought out in both the
nominal and real adjustment frameworks. Consequently, foreign asset holdings
and currency substitution are alternatives to domestic holdings of monetary
assets. This ts particularly true for equation A2. l where both the foreign interest
rate and exchange rate expectation are statistically significant and possessed the
aprlDrt signs. The poor performance of the foreign interest rate In the generality of
cases may be due to the non-representative nature of the proxy used in our study.
The R2 and F statistic of the nominal adjustment equations (B2.1 and B2.-7) are
marginally higher than those of real adjustment equations (A2. l and A2.6). Also,
the latter has a slightly higher standard error than the former. The adjustment
coefficient for both specification is about 0.25, implying that a quarter (25 per
cent) of the discrepancy between the desired and actual quasi-money is covered
in one year. The mean adjustment period is very long-appoxlmately three years
(see last row of Table 4B). From Table 4B, we observe that the short-run elasticity
of real quasi-money with respect to real income is slightly less than the one half
obtained for Ml - the range is 0.43 to 0.48. The corresponding long-run elasticity
is significantly greater than one and range from 1.69 to 1.89, which compares with
the range of 1.78 to 1.89 for Ml. The short-run and long-run elasticities ofreal
quasi-money demand with respect to inflationary expectation, domestic interest
rate and exchange rate expectations, as In the case of real M 1 are low but
significantly different from zero, and in all cases but one are higher than those for
real Ml. This shows that the demand for quasi-money, which essentially represents precautionary and speculative motives for holding money is as expected
more responsive to the opportunity cost variables Included in our speciftcation.
Furthermore, the elasticity ofreal quasi-money with respect to foreign interest-rate
is in most cases higher than that of exchange rate expectations and the domestic
opportunity cost variable.
(c)

Demand for Broad Money (M2)

The result for real and nominal partial adjustment specifications for broad
money (M2) are contained In Tables 3A and 3B, respectively, with the preferred
equation marked with an asterisk. The summary of speed of adjustment and
elasticities are contained in Table 4C. As In the case of the components - Ml and
QM, the statistical properties of the equations for broad money (A3.4, A3.13, B3.3
and B3.12) are satisfactory, R2 values and the F ratios are high, while the standard
error of the estimates are small relative to the mean value of the dependent

Table 3A:

REAL PARTIAL ADJUSTMENT MEC~lSM

~

BROAD MONEY (M2)

Model: Logm2 =do+ dllogy + d211 + d3R + d4Rf + d5X + d6Logm2(t-1) +
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Table 3B:

NOMINAL PARTIAL ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM -

Model: Logm2 =do+ dlLogy + d211 + d3R + d4Rf + d5X + d6Log(M2t-l/Pt)
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BROAD MONEY (M 2)
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Annual Data: 1960-1991
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0.036147 557.723

1.599

1.170154

31

-1.30738
(5.29781

0.523553
(5. 9058) ...

-0.00261
(1.55531'

0.034747

1.657

0.939472

30

BS.JO

BS,13

BS.14

....

0.494499
(5.6679)'"

-0.0051
(2.3051)'-

0.002863
(1.0469)

0.00160!
(0.5867)

-0.00195
(0.8485)

-0.00025
(0.37201

0.721633
(11.5436)•-

0

~

CJ)

Q
-:

C:
..._

3:
0

~

0.987

367.22

C11
A

The numben In parentheata below the coefftctent eoUmatea are the abeolute ..Jue of the t•raUoe. AdJuated R-9'1,UUed lo the coefficient or determlnaUon adju • ted for
degreea or rreedom. sgg ta the atandard error or the regreaolon. f' I• the f'•raUo which teata the gooclneae·ol•llt ol the regr...1on. DW la the Durbtn Wataon otatlllllc,
h ta the Durbtn atauauc to teat for ftrot order aerial correlauon when !aged dependent YU1able appean _ . . , the ttere • -on. n la number or obeervaUon• u• ed In
allmatlon after Jaa operaUona. "' Indicate• • taU.Ucal • t&nlftcance at I'"' level: •• Indicates atatlatlcal aljpllllcance at ei.1e.. ~ "Indicate• ataU • Ucal • i,n1ftcance • t 10% level.

TABLE 4A: THE SPEED OF ADJUSTMENf AND nt:E SHORI'· AND LONG·RUN ELASTICmES/SEMI·ELASTlCn'!ES OF THE MONEY DEMA."lr;D IN NIGERIA wrrH RESPECT TO THE

EXP!-,6.NATORY VARIABLES FOR THE PREFERRED EQUATIONS FOR NARROW MONEY (MI)

Beal emial 6dn;IISl:Dml M$iibillll1JD

EouauonAI 3
Explanatory
Variable
Real Income
Jnnattonary Expectation•
Nominal Deposit Rate•
Real Deposit Rate•
foreign Interest Rate•
Exchange Rate Expectations•
Spttd or Adjustment
:Mean Adjustment N

+

Short
Run

Long

0.579044
-0.00116
--0.0029

1.854745
-0.01644
-0.01909

Run

0.(XH395

-0.00848

0.312196
2.203116

Nmmnal...brt:11I &liMlfiDDI Mm;:banllIII

Equation Al 6
Short
Run

Long

0.54717
-0.00115

1.n6278
-0.0163

0.00196

Run

-0.01192

0.308043
2.2463

f.euttl91l Bl I

EGY1tl9II

IU 1

Short
Run

Long

Short

Long

Run

Run

Run

0.59633
0.001234
-0.00325

1.886088
0.017485
-0.0214

0.561564
0.001256

--0.00838

0.00201

0.001378
0.316173
2.162825

1.79887
0.017797

-0.01222

0,312176
2.203321

TABLE 1B: THE SPEED OF ADJUSl'MENf AND THE SHORT· AND LONG-RUN ELASTICITIES/SEMl•ELASTICrnES Of THE MONEY DEMAND IN NIGERIA WITH RESPECT TO THE

EXPLA.'IATORY VARIABLES FOR THE PREFERRED EQUATIONS FOR QUASI MONEY (QM}

Beal ~ I &lbu,1£inmt M~bi111l1m
Equation A2 6
Eouatton A2 t
Explanatory
Variable
Real Income
Inflationary Expectation•
Nominal Deposit Rate•
Real Deposit Rate•
foreign Interest RateExchange Rate Expectations•
Speed or Adjusbncnt
Mean Adjustment N

+

Short
Run

Long
Run

Short
Run

Long
Run

0.466595
--0.00178

0.429615
-0.00484

-0.06858

--0.00599

1.836352
-0.02522
--0.03944

-0.00615
-0.00182

-0.04972
0.011064

0.254088
2.9..15644

-0.00425
0.006128
-0.00151

1.687896

0.023686
0.049539
0.00918

0.251527
2.9'28856

ti21Dlnill ~i:t&al A41Yl1mtni M'5;bani1m

Eouauon 82 1

Evuation 82 7

Short
Run

Long
Run

Short
Run

0.480359
0.000833
-0.00635

1.887655
0.011803
-0.04181

0.433511
-0.00292

0.006131
-0.00184

0.049563
0.011186

0.254474
2.9'l9675

-0.00521
0.005965
-0.00162

Long
Run
1.747521

-0.04138

0.029037
0.048221
0.009849

0.248072
3.031088

TABLE 4C: THE SPEED OF ADJUS'I"MEl\"T AND THE SHORT· AND LONG-RUN ELASTICITIES/SEMl·ELASl'ICITIES OF TIIE MOl'll'EY DEMA.'\'D IN NIGERIA WITH RESPECT TO THE
EXPLANATORY VARIABLES roRTHE PREFERRED EQI.JATIOi\'S FOR BROAD MONEY l:\12)

Beat l>arttal Adfustmmt Mecbanlsm
Egy3gop A:J
Eouatt9D A3 4
Explanatory
Variable
Real income
Inflationary Expectatton•
Nominal Deposit Rate•
Real Deposit Rate"
Foreign Interest Rate•
Exchange Rate Expectations•

Speed of Adjustment•
Mean Adjustment I

-

Short
Run
0.531265

-0.00144
-0.00458

Long
Run

Short
Run

Long
Run

Short
Run

Long
Run

Short
Run

2.0'27071
-0.02004
-0.02971

0.501044
-0.00456

1.945.'53
-0.06345

0.54764
0.001139
-0.00487

2.063731
0.015849
---0.03159

0.51176:i
-0.00237

-0.00429

0.262085
2.8155.56

Nominal Pirtial AdfY!llment MecbanlMD
Eouation B3.3
f-51Yill190 l}.2. }2

j3

0.257536
2.882952

-0.00489

0.23487

0.265364
2.768409

Long

Run
1.996127

-0.03298
0.026772

0.256378
2.900491

"'The ahort·run elasticity ta the sem1-elastidty of money demand with respect to the independent variable. Long-nm elasticity calculated at the mean, that is, semt•elasUctty multfp!ied by the
mean or the regreaaor.
+ Speed of adjustment ts one minus the coefl\c1ent of the lagged dependent variable in the estimated equation.
I Mean adjustment ts ( I - A. I divided by). and {l - y) dMded by"( for real and nominal adjustment mechanism, respectively.
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variable. The partial adustment form is confirmed for both specifications and as
in the case of the components ofM2, the adjustment coefficients are approximately
the same. In terms of their performance, none of the two specifications seem to
dominate the other, although the real adjustment specification outperform the
nominal adjustment version with re.spect to the apriori signs of the explanatory
variables. All the coefficients are statistically significant in both specifications, but
the inflationary expectation coefficient possesses the wrong sign in one of the
nominal adjustment equations (B3.3). The negative sign of the domestic interest
rate variable is an indication that the demand for narrow money dominates the
demand for quasi money in the broad money portfolio of asset holders in Nigeria.
Unlike the demand for Ml and QM, the demand for M2 is not responsive to external
monetary and financial developments as the coe1Ticients of the exchange rate and
foreign interest variables are in most cases statistically insignificant. The coefficient of adjustment for both the real and nominal adjustment specifications is
roughly 0.26, implying that only 26 per cent of the disequilibrium between the
desired and actual real broad money balances is covered within one year. The
mean adjustment period is close to three years as indicated in the last row ofTable
4C. The short-run income elasticity of the demand for real broad money is roughly
one half, while thf!' long-run elasticity is roughly 2.0 implying that there is no
evidence of economies of scale in cash management in Nigeria. This may have
arisen out of the monetization process and rapid growth and improvements in the
operations of the banking and other financial institutions. The elasticities of real
broad money demand with respect to inflationary expectation and domestic
interest rate though low compared with that of income are significantly non-zero.
The elasticity with respect to interest rate is in most cases slightly higher than that
ofinflationary expectation. This confirms that even though asset holders in Nigeria
view the holding of physical assets as an attractive alternative to monetary assets,
they are nonetheless slightly responsive to interest rate changes.
In the light of the preceding simple statistical comparison of the two adjustment mechanisms for narrow money. quasi money and broad money, one can
conclude that equations with the real partial adjustment mechanism are more
appropriate for estimating demand for money function and its components in
Nigeria. Therefore, subsequent discussions below are based on the equations with
the teal partial adjustment form, namely, Al.3, Al.6;A2. l, A2.6; A3.4 andA3. l3. 19
VI. DIAGNOSTIC TESTING AND STABILI1Y OF TIIE MONEY DEMAND
FUNCTION
In view of the use(s) to which the estimated demand for money function is (are)
likely to be put, we have subjected our preferred equations - Al.3, Al.6; A2. l,
A2.6;A3.4andA3.13 toa battery of diagnostic tests. This is intended to assist (with
a great degree of confidence) in the choice of an appropriate equation for each
definition of money stock. It is not uncommon in applied econometric research to
estimate a totally meaningless model and still obtain very good results, in terms
'

,.

A more robust procedure, like the non-nested teats would ha,;., been more appropriate forcllacrlmJnattn,between
the two apeclftcatlona.

•
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of the coefficients having the "expected signs" and a high goodness of flt statistics
- high coefficient of multiple determination, R2 , and hight and F ratios. Granger
and Newbold (1974) and Lovell (1983) drew attention to the ease with which high
t-values could be obtained without the existence of any relationships whatsoever
between variables. Kramer, etal (1985) recommended that conventional regression output be supplemented with a battery of specification tests since this will
make it more difficult for results to appear signifcant because of "data mining".
Similarly, Davidson and Mackinnon (1985) have pointed out that. "it is only from
a model that appears to be consistent with the data that one can hope to make valid
inferences"
Diagnostic tests are important in the assessment of the adequacy of a model.
In this paper various diagnostic statistics of single equation were computed and
considered for the specification of the equations and the evaluation of the
statisticai appropriateness in the estimation of the equations. In estimating our
equations using the OLS techniques, we have implicitly assumed homoscedasticity,
non-autocorrelation and normality of the disturbance term. In Tables 5 and 6 we
provide a battery of diagnostic test to support the empirical results in Tables I 3 above. 20
In Tables I - 3, we reported the D.W. and Durbin's h-statistic to test the null
hypothesis ofno autocorrelation. The D.W. statistic reported is merely indicative,
since it loses its power in the presence of a lagged dependent variable. The hstatistlc shows no evidence of first-order serial correlation for all the equations.
This is further confirmed by the Breusch-Pagan (1979) and Godfrey (1978)
lagrange multiplier (LM) tests AR (1), l - I and the F-version in Table 5. All the
equations passed this test as all the statistic reported are well below the critical
values at the five per cent level of significance. To test for higher-order and general
(unspecified) autocorrelation, we have also computed the BPG LM test for the k th
- order autocorrelation, as well as the Box-Pierce (1970) and Ljung-Box (1978)
portmanteau or 0-statistic. All the tests point to the acceptance of the null
hypothesis of no serial correlation for equations Al.3 and Al.6. The remaining
equations showed conflicting results, passing some of the tests and failing others.
Equations A2. l, A2.6 and A3. l 3 passed the Box-Pierce test, but failed the LjungBox and the BPG tests for higher-order serial correlation. Equation A3.4 on the
other hand passed both the Box-Pierce and Ljung-Box, but failed the BPG tests
for higher-order serial correlation. Thus, we fail to unequivocally reject the
presence of serial correlation for equations A2. l, A2.6, A3.4 and A3.13.
A key assumption in linear regression is that the error should have a constant
variance (that is, an absence of heteroscedasticity). When there exists
.1eteroscedasticity of the disturbance term, parameter estimates are inefficient
and the standard error is not valid, leading to invalid test statistics. To test
whether this assumption is violated in our model, five different tests were
performed. They are the Breusch Pagan (1979), White (1980). Pesaran (1988),
Harvey (1990) tests, as well as the ARCH (Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity) test of Engle (1982). Again the tests show conflicting results.
20

A detailed description of these tests and their implementation can be found In Johnston ( 1984), Judge, eta[ (1985,
1988), krarner, eta[ (1986) , Spa:noe (1986~. Godfrey (1988 ), and Harvey (1990).
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For all the equations, the results of the Breusch-Pagan test suggest the possibility
ofheteroscedasticity. It should, however, be noted that this test may be unreliable
in small samples. All the equations, but two (A2.6 and A3.4) passed the White test.
while all, except A2. l and A2.6 passed the Harvey test. The Pesaran test is easily
passed by all the equations. For the ARCH test. the statistic for equations A2. l and
A2.6 unequivocally rejects the ARCH form of heteroscedasticity, while equations
Al .6 and A3.4 detects the presence of the ARCH form of heteroscedasticity of both
the first and higher orders. In the case of equations Al.3 and A3. l 3, only the first
and second-order ARCH processes are detected. Once again we can not unequivocally conclude that the empirical results do not violate the assumption of
homoscedasticity.
To test for omitted variables and functional form mis-specification, we applied
the Ramsey (1969) RESET (Regressor Specification Error Test). The resultant Fstatistic for equations A2. l, A2.6, A3.4 and A3. l 3 were below the critical values
at the 5 per cent level for the different powers of the estimated dependent variable
included as additional regressor in the original model, thus providing no evidence
of functional form mis-specification and omitted variables for these equations.
However, for the remaining two equations Al.3 and Al.6, evidence d omitted
variables and functional form mis-specification were detected.
The linear restriction imposed in respect of equation Al. 6 was found to be
appropriate as indicated by the ease with which the four tests conducted were all
passed. 21 Next we report results of Bera and Jarque (1980) test for a non-normally
distributed error term. The test statistic is a function of the third and fourth
moments of residuals and asymptotically follows x2 (2) distribution under the null
hypothesis of a normally distributed error term with 2 degrees of freedom. In this
case, the BJ statistic for all the equations is smaller than the critical value of 5.991
at the five per cent significance level. Thus, the test is unable to reject the null
hypothesis of normality of the regression residuals.
The stability of the demand for money function is of crucial importance to the
effectiveness of monetary policy and for drawing meaningful policy inferences from
the estimated parameters. As Thornton (1983) pointed out. the demand for money
provides the link between monetary policy and the rest of the economy. In order
to adequately predict the impact of a given change in money supply on the other
macroeconomic variables such as prices, interest rates, income, and unemployment with any confidence, one must be certain that the money demand function
itself remain stable. Testing for temporal stability of money demand function
usually refers testing for the approximz.te coustancy of the regression coefficients
over time. The instability of the money demand function, is o(ten associated with
fundamental structural changes in the economy. Boughton (1981) recommended
the use of a battery of stability tests since each stability test is designed to address
different aspects of the stability. In line with this, we use three different stability
tests to test our model, namely, Chow (1960), Farley-Hinich (1970) and the Gujarati
(1970) tests. The Chow test is perhaps the most widely used of these techniques.
To implement the Chow test the sample period is split into two parts at an apriori
The relationship between the Wald IWl. likelihood ratio (LR) and lagrange mu!Upl!er (LM) tests Is contained In Gril!ches
and lnlriligator ( 1984) and Harvey (1990). The condition that W ~LR~ LM Is duly fulfl?led.
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TABIB 6: TESTS OF S1RUCTURAL STABILITY AND FORECASTING POWER OF TI-IE MONEY DEMAND FUNCTION
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Date
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A2.6
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A3.13

Tests of Parameter
$;;!!DlllanCV ([-staUE;j!:)

(al Chow Test

(b)
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1.3085 (6,
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15)
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(Full sample)

0.00029 (6, 18)

0.00054 (5. 20)
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0.00063 (5, 21)

0.0009 (5, 21)

Forecast1ne Power
PRMSE

0.9791

0.9983

0.854~

0.886
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0.7478

Correlation Coefficient
b/w Predicted and Actual

0.9903

0.9899

0.$958

0.9954

0.9815

0.9811

(c) Gujarati Test

•stgntftcant at the 5% critical level. Implies n:jectlon of the null hypothesis.
PRMSE ts the percentage root mean square error.
Degrees of freedom given In parenthesis beside each statistic.
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determined point and then the two sub,period money demand regressions are
compared to the full-sample period money demand regression using an appropriate
F-statistic. The Gujarati test constructs a slope dummy term for all independent
variables such as (DZ), = D*Z, where D = 0 in the first sub-period and D = l in the
second sub-period, and Z is..any independent variable. Then, using an F-ratio, one
tests for a possible dnft in the parameters after the inclusion of the second subperiod dummy variable. To implement both the Chow and the Gujarati tests, one
is required to choose a sample breaking date. In the absence of prior knowledge
or information to guide in the choice, several breaking dates are usually employed.
In our case. for the Chow test, we divided the sample period at all possible points
where we suspected structural shifts namely, 1973, 1977, 1979, 1982 and 1986
to coincide, respectively, with the adoption of flexible exchange rate regime and
first oil price shock, oil price collapse, second oil price shock, second oil price
collapse and the emergence of debt crises, and the introduction of deregulatory
policies following the adoption of the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) in
1986. For the Gujarati test, instead of constructing several dummy variable for all
the possible points, we used a single dummy variable which took the value of one
for the periods 1967-1969, 1973-74, 1977-1978, 1979-1980, 1982 and 1986 1991, and zero for the remaining years. The Farley Hinich test differs from the
other two in that it tests for a gradual (in contrast to a single) shift in the
parameters (Farley-Hinich and McGuire, 1975). Another virtue of the F-H test is
that its implementation does not require splitting the data set at a certain predetermined point because the test is applied to the full-sample period. To apply the
test. the explanatory variables are treated as linear functions of time and the
resulting variables are added to the original equation. Then. an appropriate F-ratio
is used to test the null hypothesis that the coefficients on the added trend variables
are jointly zero. 22
Table 6 presents the results for these tests for our preferred equations. The
results of the Gujarati and Farley-Hinich tests indicate that the money demand
equation estimated for the different definitions of money is structurally stable over
the estimation period. However, the Chow test on the other hand, presents
evidence of possible structural shifts in the eighties for all the equations. Once
again, we are not able to unequivocally reject temporal instability in our model.
Finally, we test for the forecasting power of our respective equations using
percentage root mean square error (PRMSE) and the correlation coefficient
between the actual and predicted dependent variable. The statistic reported in
Table 6 indicates very good forecasting power by all the equations. 23
VII.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim of this paper has been to provide further empirical evidence on the
nature of demand for money function in Nigeria.taking advantage of longer time
series data. The paper has also examined the extent to which domestic money
holdings in Nigeria have been influenced by foreign monetary variables such as
22

Other tests of stah1llty <·xists tn !he 1Hcrativc, howcvt·r, we felt tlwsc three would be.· suffidcnt to dch·<·t instability.

23

A more appropriate test for fon·cast p(·rfonnancc is tJw out-of-sample fon·cast. flowt·\·cr, bt·cause of t}w small size of
data (annual data) we could not embark on this.
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foreign Interest rate and exchnage rate. In addition, the appropriate adjustment
process and the temporal stability of the estimated money demand equations were
examined. 1be main conclusions of the paper can be briefly summarised as
follows.
First; current Income and inflationary expectations are two most important
domestic determinants of domestic money holdings in Nigeria. This implies that
domestic asset h.olders view the holding of physical assets as attractive alternative
to monetary assets. 1bis notwithstanding, there is ample evidence that they are
nonetheless slig):ltly responsive to interest rate changes.
Secondly-; the exchange rate exert a significant effect on domestic money
demand in an open Nigerian economy. Thus, non-inclusion of such variables could
lead to biased results. There is, therefore, the need for policy makers to take
cognisance of the response of domestic money demand to these external factors,
so that monetary policy does not generate uncertain results.
Thirdly, foreign asset holdings and currency substitution are alternatives to
domestic money holdings in Nigeria. However, it was found that the broad
monetary aggregate, M2, unlike its components, Ml and quasi-money, does not
respond lo such external factors as foreign interest rate and exchange rate.
Fourthly. short-run elasticity of MI and M2 with respect to income is about
one-half, while that for quasi money is marginally less than that. The long-run
elasticity Is more than one (and indeed very close lo 2) indicating that money Is a
.. luxury.. good, and there is an absence of economies of scale in cash management
in Nigeria. On the other hand. the short-run and long-run elasticities with respect
to the opportunity cost variables - inflationary expectations, interest rates and
exchange rate. are quite small though significantly different from zero.
Fifthly, the speed of adjustment In all cases Is quite low. while the average
adjustment period Is longer than two years. With respect to the appropriate
adjustment mechanism. while no significant difference could be detected between
the two adjustment processes (real and nominal) examined. the little available
evidence from the empirical results point to the real partial adjustment mechanism as the most appropriate for estimating money demand in Nigeria.
Finally. the battery of diagnostic tests to which the preferred equal ions were
subjected, produced some conflicting and indeed contradictory results, thus
making it extremely difficult to select particular equations as being '!dequate
representation of the data for the various definitions of money for the period
covered by the study. In the light of this, therefore. there is need for further
reE'carch into the subject so that one can obtain the most parsimonious representation cf the data generation process.
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APPENDIX
Sources of Data

1.

All data are annual averages, except the income data. and were obtained
from three sources:
(a)
(b)
(c)
2.

Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review (various Issues)
and from Research Department data files.
Federal Office of Statistics (various publications)
IMF International Financial Statistics (various issues).
Definition of Variables

Real money (m) is defined as the ratio of either Ml, M2 or QM to the consumer price
index (P) (1985 = 100). Ml Is the narrow definition (currency plus demand
deposits). M2 is Ml plus savings and time deposits privately held in the banks
(broad definition), and QM is savings and time deposits in the banks (in million
naira).
Nominal interest rates (R) is aefined as the average of savings and time deposit
rates at commercial banks ( in per cent). Real interest rate is nominal interest rate
deflated by the rate of inflation.
Price Level (P) is the twelve-month moving average of the consumer price index
(1985 = 100).
Inflation rate (n) is the rate of change (in percent) oft he composite consumer price
index.
Foreign interest rate (R~ (in per cent) is proxied by the Eurodollar rale in U.K.
Exchange rate (X) (1985 = 100) is the exchange rate of the naira in terms of U.S.
dollar converted to index form. Thus X•, was computed as [(Xt 1 - X,/Xt)) • 100 .
.R.eal Income (Y) is represented by the Gross Domestic Product at constant 1984
factor cost (in million naira).
Dummy variable (D) which takes the value of zero before 1986 and one from 1986
to account for the deregulation that accompanied the adoption of the Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP).
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